INSTITUTIONAL
&
HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS

HAND SOAPS
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ELITE - A high solids ready to use pink pearlized industrial hand cleaner. Elite hand
soap is an excellent grease cutting soap, that produce high sudsing even in hard water.
PINK SUDS - A mild hand soap that produces a rich lather. Contains lotionized hand
cleaners.
COCO PEARL- A mild natural coconut oil based soap, that cleans the hands without
the harshness of synthetic based soaps
ELITE AB - Our most popular liquid hand soap with an antibacterial agent that not
only will leave your hands spot clean, but also germ free. Contains Triclosan.

DISHWASHING PRODUCTS
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EVERGREEN – Premium Hand Dishwashing Liquid. Excellent grease cutting action.
Works in hot or cold water. High solids. Green color. U.S.D.A. approved.
LEMON-D – Specially formulated for manual dish, pots and pan washing. Quickly
removes baked on grease.

LIQUID LAUNDRY PRODUCTS
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A-PLUS - Concentrated liquid laundry detergent containing anionic, nonionic and
cationic surfactants with optical brighteners. Contains no phosphates.

DEGREASERS
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TITAN - Our best-selling cleaner/degreaser. This product will handle the toughest
cleaning jobs in one application. Red color. U.S.D.A. approved.
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PURPLE POWER – A high concentrate extra heavy duty Cleaner and Degreaser for
the toughest jobs.
OVEN MAGIC - Oven cleaner for use in grills, ovens and fryers. This formulation is
recommended for use in cleaning of commercial and institutional kitchens.
GREASE-O - A ready to use cleaner and degreaser used in the removal of build-up on
Ovens & Grills.
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PINE OIL CLEANERS
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PINE KLEAN - An emulsifiable pine oil cleaner & deodorizer with superb cleaning
properties. Ideal for use in kitchens, bathrooms, garbage cans etc.
PINE L - Multi Purpose cleaner with the added benefit of odor control and
deodorization.
FOREST FRESH - Commercial Pine Multi-Purpose Cleaner uses the power of pine
oil to clean and deodorize in one easy step.

GLASS CLEANERS
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WINDOW CLEANER – Heavy Duty non-ammoniated glass and surface cleaner.
Dries quickly to leave surfaces sparkling clean and clear.
WINDOW A - A ready to use product. Spray on and wipe off. Leaves glass shining
and streak free.
WINDOW PLUS – A ready to use streak free non-fogging liquid spray glass cleaner.
BARGLASS WASH - Developed for washing all types of glassware and silverware
in sink washing methods used at bars and restaurants.
SPARKLE - A unique blend of low foaming detergents and non-streaking water
softening agents. Specifically formulated for manual and electric brush type washing
units.

FLOOR CARE PRODUCTS
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NEUTRAL CLEANER- A neutral pH cleaner designed for the cleaning of waxed
floors, without harming the floor finish. Also can be used as an all purpose cleaner for
those requiring a neutral pH.
STRIP-F - A non-ammoniated floor wax stripper that combines strong alkalies with
butyl solvents.

CARPET CARE PRODUCTS
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DRYFOAM 83 - A concentrated dryfoam shampoo for use in brush or rotary
machines. Dries quickly for easy pickup. High suds with low wetting action.
CARPET-C - A low-foaming steam extraction shampoo. Very fast drying time.

ACID CLEANERS
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BIG-D – A non-foaming, acid based liquid formulated for the quick and easy removal
of mineral deposits and hard water residues.
BOWL CLEANER - Acid type product for effective cleaning of toilet bowls and
urinals. Fresh scent.

AIR FRESHENERS
220

FANCI SCENTS - Air fresheners which eliminate bad odors caused by smoke, food,
garbage, etc. Available in the following scents: Lavender, Cherry, Mint, Lemon and
Pine.
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